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Real-Time 3-D Environment Capture Systems 
Jens Kaszubiak, Robert Kuhn, Michael Tornow, Bernd Michaelis 

Otto-von-Guericke-University of Magdeburg 
Germany 

1. Introduction 

Real-time environment capture systems provide autonomous robotic machines and vehicles 
with vital information for interacting with their environments. Navigation and obstacle 
detection are key features of these systems. The systems are designed to capture objects, and 
establish their locations and approximate dimensions. These system capabilities are 
described in detail in this chapter. The ability to identify objects to facilitate manipulation or 
interaction is not the primary subject of investigation. 
Environment capture systems can be designed with a number of sensors. However, 
information provided by many sensors is very limited. Very large amounts of information 
can be obtained with systems comprising cameras and a few sensors, as camera images can 
be processed in a great variety of ways. These systems have some issues, namely  very 
complex algorithms, high memory requirements for images, and limited real-time 
capabilities. However, rapid advances in micro-electronics are quickly addressing these 
issues. 
In this chapter, we show how measurement methods based on stereophotogrammetry can 
be adapted and optimized for embedded systems. We will also deal in detail with key 
challenges and issues encountered in designing the systems. We provide experimental 
results for a number of typical applications. 

2. 3-D Environment Capture Procedures 

There is a host of sensor systems available that are suited for environment capture. They can 
be combined to compensate for different subsystem deficiencies and weaknesses. By 
combining a number of sensors, extensive information can be obtained from the 
surroundings. 
Among the many environment capture systems available for vehicles are: 

• radar systems 

• ultrasonic devices 

• laser systems 

• active and passive optical measurement methods 
Some measurement systems are based on the principle of the active propagation delay of an 
emitted signal. Ultrasonic sensors are suitable for short distance targets. These systems are 
useful indoors for measurement ranges of a few meters. Distances to objects can be 
measured very accurately (see Uhler et al., 2003). Ultrasound measurements taken outdoors 
can be disturbed by bad weather conditions  with the result that the detection range is 

Source: Scene Reconstruction, Pose Estimation and Tracking, Book edited by: Rustam Stolkin,
ISBN 978-3-902613-06-6, pp.530, I-Tech, Vienna, Austria, June 2007
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restricted and the reliability is impaired. Due to the narrow aperture angles many sensors 
are needed for fully comprehensive environment capture.  
Radar sensors are deployed for objects at close range (24 GHz), and for objects at long 
distances (76 GHz). The aperture angle is very small. The surroundings can only be 
completely scanned and surveyed by panning the radar antenna (as in aeronautics), or by 
deploying a bank of radar sensors. Devices for ground-based vehicles are offered at this 
time for distances to objects ranging from a few meters to many hundred meters. However, 
these systems interfere with other equipment and pose a risk to living organisms. They are 
also expensive (Venhovens & Naab, 2000). 
More recently, laser scanners are being adopted for use in environment capture systems. 
They also work on the propagation delay principle and scan and range a 3-d point at a 
particular point in time. These systems are quite accurate. For complete environment 
capture, a mechanically moveable deflection mirror is needed (Fuerstenberg et al., 2003). 
Distances to objects are of the order of a few meters and go up to some hundred meters. 
Object distances are limited in outdoor public areas by laser radiation and the risk of serious 
damage to biological eyes.  
Active optical propagation delay techniques (Lange & Seitz, 2001; Tyrrel, 2004) have been 
under investigation for some years now. These techniques produce an extensive depth 
image with a single sensor. The Photonic Mixer Device (PMD) is one such system. In this 
system, a modulated optical signal is transmitted to a scene and reflections from the scene 
are captured by the elements of a matrix (preferably a CMOS sensor). This is similar to the 
way ultrasonic sensors work. The advantage of this system is that only one camera is 
needed. Quite dense disparity maps are generated, and they can be processed in real-time. 
One drawback with this technique is the high processing power needed. The maximum 
object distance is a function of the wavelength of the modulated signal, the optical transmit 
capacity brought to bear on the scene, and sensor characteristics. This method of 
measurement is a very recent innovation and has a lot of potential.  
Images are processed directly in many optical systems. The texture of the object is overlaid 
with additional information in active imaging systems. Distance and surface information 
can be determined to a high degree of accuracy with the help of fringe projection.  
Accuracies on the order of µm can be achieved for limited observation spaces with active 
systems comprising a number of cameras. Numerous applications for these techniques can 
be found in the fields of automation, quality assurance, medical systems, and, to a lesser 
extent, security systems. They are not widely deployed for environment capture. 
When a number of active systems are deployed together there is always a risk that they will 
interfere with each other. Systems with large aperture angles, or systems designed to range 
over great distances, sometimes emit very powerful light. This restricts their use. 
3-d data can also be acquired with the help of passive optical systems in systems comprising 
more than one camera. The simplest case of multi-camera systems, i.e. 
stereophotogrammetry, comprises two cameras. This dual-camera constellation generates 
depth images. 
Environment capture systems do not need to be very accurate. However, a large observation 
space has to be scanned and surveyed rapidly. Passive systems, such as 
stereophotogrammetric measuring systems, are suited for these types of applications 
(Knoeppel et al., 2000). The images provide information on the entire scene being scanned. 
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The camera system is the key to adapting a stereophotogrammetric system for different 
applications. The arrangement of the cameras, the base, aperture angle, and the resolution of 
the cameras determine the measurement range. The normal case of stereophotogrammetry, 
whereby the cameras are arranged parallel to each other, is suited for environment capture 
over large distances.  
In the next section we describe what we consider to be the key algorithms and parameters 
needed for a compact 3-d environment capture solution based on a stereo camera system.  

3. Function and Setup of Stereo Camera Systems for Generating 3-D Depth 
Information

The coordinates of a point in 3-d space are determined using a stereo camera system by 
mapping the object point in two camera images taken from different angles. When a point 
has been detected in both camera images, the 3-d coordinates of the point are calculated 
using basic geometrical functions. 

reference block

search area

best fitting
search block 

x

y

left image

right image

P1

P2

Figure 1. Basic principles of block matching 

Typically, a 3-d stereo camera system consists of two calibrated cameras connected together 
rigidly, whereby the clearance between them is the base. 
The detection of the object point in the two images (generally known as the correspondence 
search) is typically nontrivial. There are a number of detection solutions available.  
One option is to attach suitable indicator marks to the target. These marks are detected in 
the image by segmenting and measuring punctiform patterns. It is normally impossible or 
impracticable to attach separate markers to targets in the applications at hand. Typically one 
has to use the object texture instead. 
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In correspondence analysis, a section of the first image (reference block, position P1 in fig. 1) 
and a block of the same size (search block, position P2 in fig. 1) in the second image are 
isolated. The similarity between these two blocks is then calculated (see fig. 1). Due to the 
geometry of the shot (the two projection centers and the object point form a plane that can 
be intersected by the image plane – also known as the epipolar line), the corresponding 
point can only be located on a specific line in the search image. The similarity for every 
point along this line is then determined (see fig. 2). The location of the extremum (= offset u

of the features with respect to each other) is the position of the corresponding point.  

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45

0

0.5

1

max. Similarity

Figure 2. A typical correlation function (NCCF) 

Standard correlation functions such as the Sum of Absolute Differences (SAD; eq. 1) or the 
Normalized Cross Correlation Function (NCCF; eq. 2) can be invoked to calculate the 
similarity. The quality of the results provided by these two functions differs; the numerical 
overheads also differ. The SAD is calculated for each pixel in the search window by 
computing the correlation value using 
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),( ijF  - pixel in the search block 

),( ijP  - pixel in reference block

 M, n - window size 

ξ,η - displacement in x, y- direction 

F and P represent nm×  large image cut-outs from the reference and search images. The 

SAD function is very sensitive to brightness variations and does not always give useful 
results. The NCCF function produces better results but they are numerically more complex 
to compute : 
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),( ijF  - zero-mean pixel in search block 

),( ijP  - zero-mean pixel in reference block

It is difficult to analyze the correspondence for objects such as white walls with little or no 
texture of their own. In these cases a preliminary search should be made for edges or image 
sections that have sufficient texture. The correspondence search should only be made at 
these locations. Other areas are removed or interpolated. This can also be beneficial, because 
it thins out the 3-d point cloud. 
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Z
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Figure 3. Elements of a camera orientation 

When the object point has been detected in both images, the 3-d coordinates of the point are 
calculated using the collinearity equations (Schenk, 1999) (see also fig. 3): 
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The coordinates 'x  and 'y  are the image coordinates, and YX , and Z are the object 

coordinates of the observed point (see fig. 3). The other elements in the equation define the 

internal and external orientation of the camera. The constant kc is the calibrated focal length, 

and '0x  and '0y the principal point. This point is defined as the point of intersection of the 

optical axis and the image plane. Terms for the radial and tangential distortion are examples 
of other elements in the internal orientation. The six elements in the external orientation 

describe the location of the camera ( ),, 000 ZYX  and its viewing angle ( xxa  are the elements 

of the rotation matrix). Camera calibration is complete once these values have been 
determined. 
Typically, the calibration data is produced using a bundle block adjustment. A calibration 
plate with known points is required for this procedure. The nine unknown parameters for 
eq. 3 and eq. 4 are then determined by adjusting the intermediate observations. The 
relationship between observations (image coordinates) and unknowns (calibration) is 
nonlinear. Approximate values need to be assigned to the unknowns. This is often a very 
difficult and time-consuming exercise! Once the calibration data are known, the mapped 
object point can be calculated from the image coordinates by re-arranging eq. 3 and eq. 4.  
The normal case of stereophotogrammetry is a special case of a stereo system. The cameras 
are arranged so that both image planes are in the same plane, and the camera axes run 
parallel to one another. Determining the object coordinates is then simplified to a beam 
intersection problem and is thus more straightforward than the general case. The formulas 
for calculating the 3-d coordinates then become: 

u

B
cZ

u

B
yY

u

B
xX k ⋅=⋅=⋅= ;';'  (5) 

The base (i.e. the clearance between the two cameras) is represented by B . The disparity u

is the offset of the same object point in the two camera image planes (fig. 1). The image 

coordinates of the point in the reference image are 'x and 'y .

Another advantage of the normal case is the simplified correspondence analysis. This can be 
restricted to the pixel line in the search image, without having to calculate the epipolar line 
separately (see also fig.1). The systematic errors in the camera system can be compensated 

by using the standard camera model (eq. 3 and eq. 4). The corrections ZΔ  and XΔ  can be 

calculated with ZΔ = fZeZd +⋅+⋅ 2  and XΔ = iXhZg +⋅+⋅  ( ℜ∈id ,..., ).

Combining Z and X with eq. 1 yields  
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Coefficients k, l and m only have to be acquired for eq. 6 during calibration. There is no need 

to determine base and focal length. The derivations for X and Y are similar (see Albertz & 
Kreiling, 1989). 
Rectification has to be performed in order to apply the algorithms from the normal case of 
stereophotogrammetry to a general camera set-up. The original images taken by the camera 
in the general camera set-up are transformed so that they are the same as an image in the 
normal stereo case. A virtual image plane, in the same location as the normal case, is 
calculated. The original images are then converted to this plane. We can derive the 
transformation from the calibration parameters. The conversion can be carried out on 
special image processing hardware during imaging. 
The accuracy of a stereo camera system is a function of the geometry of the imaging 
configuration and the image processing accuracy. System accuracy can often be estimated 
successfully by applying the laws of error propagation to the formulas for the normal case 

(eq. 5). The mean error Zσ in the typically predominant Z direction then becomes 

uz
Bc

Z
σσ

⋅
=

2

 (7) 

Better accuracies are achieved the shorter the distance to the object, the larger the camera 
constant, the wider the camera base, and the more accurate the image coordinate 
calculations are.  
The resolution of the cameras yields a quasi quantization of the measurable distance. The 
disparity is less than a pixel width at a distance to the object that is greater than a specific 
threshold. The resolution can also be improved with a subpixel interpolation function. The 
optics  and thus system accuracy  are also affected by air. Camera aperture angles 
determine the system viewing range. However, large aperture angles give rise to distortions, 
that have to be corrected by non-linear correction terms in eq. 3 and 4 (El-Melegy & Farag, 
2003). This is always necessary with precision measurements. 
The above image processing algorithms have to be implemented and evaluated. The various 
implementations are described in the next section. 

4. Designing an Embedded Stereo System  

4.1 Hardware Architectures for Information Processing  

Image processing algorithms may be implemented on standard PCs or PC clusters. This 
option is very common due to the good availability of state-of-the-art high performance 
PCs. These computer systems can be deployed universally in a range of applications due to 
their considerable computing power.  
They are not so useful in mobile applications because of the low space and performance 
requirements of these applications. Specially developed embedded systems are favored in 
these situations. The embedded hardware is often only suited for specific applications. 
Often, PCs or embedded processors are not powerful enough for real-time image processing 
due to their architecture and bus systems. A number of processor elements, connected in 
parallel or in a pipeline is a more suitable arrangement. Processor elements can be complete 
processors or special hardware elements. Options for different hardware structures are 
shown in fig. 4. 
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PE 2
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Alg.1 Alg.1 Alg.1

Alg.2 Alg.2

Alg.3

Figure 4. Processing principles a) Serial    b) Parallel  c) Pipeline 

A single processor system is shown in fig 4 a). The algorithms are processed chronologically 
and in series by a single processor. This processing model is called Computing in Time. The 
data throughput per unit time is increased in comparison to fig. 4 a) by the parallel 
processing in fig. 4 b) and c). The processing elements may be fully fledged processors, or 
specially developed hardware. FPGAs are available for hardware development in low-
volume production. FPGAs are programmable logic chips. They may also be described as 
special processors, where a program may be implemented and executed in hardware. 
A number of processing operations may be executed simultaneously in a single processing 
step in the hardware logic. The algorithm is data-flow oriented, i.e. it is continuously 
compiled and executed as a single instruction in structured logic. This programming model 
is distributed spatially and is known as Computing in Space (fig. 4 b) and 4 c)).  
Data-flow oriented algorithms are best implemented in hardware, whereas control-flow 
oriented algorithms run better on a single processor or processor system. Data-flow oriented 
algorithms can process high data rates. They consist of basic operations and there are few 
logic branches in the data flow. On the other hand, control-flow oriented algorithms can 
process small quantities of data only, but with a very complex data flow.  
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4.2 Data Flow in the Image Processing System  

The standard data flow model of an image processing algorithm (Noelle, 1996) is shown in 
fig. 5. There is a tendency to use data-flow oriented algorithms for preprocessing, and 
control-flow oriented algorithms for feature extraction, and interpretation & classification.  

Camera Preprocessing
Feature

extraction

Interpretation
&

classification

Low-Level
(Pixel)

Medium-Level
(Icons)

High-Level
(Scenes)

Local
filtering

Edge
detection

Global filtering
and

transformation

Creation of
Relations

High Data rates
Simple Structures

High Computation
Power

Simple Algorithms

Low Data rates
Complex Structures

Medium Computation
Power

Complex Algorithms

Figure 5. Data flow model of image processing algorithms (Noelle, 1996) 

Preprocessing is often implemented in hardware logic. Interpretation & classification is 
typically run on processors as shown in fig. 5. This system of hardware logic and processors 
is also referred to as hardware-software co-design (Gupta & Rajesh, 1995). The developer 
decides which algorithms to implement in hardware and which in software, or the structure 
of the hardware-software co-design is automatically selected by a separate algorithm.  
A typical image processing algorithm implemented as a hardware-software co-design for a 
stereo system is shown in fig. 6 (Kaszubiak et al., 2005). The preprocessing stage comprising 
the correlation and edge detection functions, and the subpixel interpolation function are 
implemented in hardware. The implementation on a single processor is not efficient enough, 
due to the architecture of the data bus systems which cause bottlenecks when images are 
read in real time. Knoeppel (Knoeppel et al., 2000) presented this type of system. 
Implementation in hardware requires that a data-flow oriented solution is developed for 
real-time data processing. 
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The object detection step using a depth histogram (see section 4.4) can also be viewed as a 
data-flow oriented algorithm. It is therefore also implemented in the FPGA hardware. The 
downstream stages in the processing chain are implemented as a pipeline on three 
processors, because of the many control-flow oriented structures. 

Time 
histogram

      

Clustering

Kalman-
   filter

Kalman-
   filter

   Subpixel
interpolation   NCCF

   Edge-
detection

Cameras

FPGA Hardware

Depth 
histogram

Processor 1 Proc. 2 Proc. 3

Preprocessing Feature Extr. I Feature Extr. II Classification Interpretation

Figure 6. Algorithm as a hardware-software co-design 

We can achieve real-time processing conditions for a stereo image processing system as 
shown in fig. 6 with a 1024x500 pixel resolution and a 25 Hz image rate by implementing the 
hardware-software co-design in an embedded system. We will now describe how the 
different parts of the algorithm are adapted and implemented as an embedded system as 
shown in fig. 6. 
To detect objects with the very limited resources of an embedded system, a data reduction 
stage with a straightforward algorithm is needed. The first step is to acquire the 3-d 
points/disparity map with the help of stereo image analysis. We will discuss the 
implementation of these algorithms in hardware in the next section. 

4.3 Optimizing and Implementing the Algorithms for Generating the 3-D Disparity Map 
in Hardware  

4.3.1 Steps for Reducing Computation Costs  

The input data for generating the 3-d disparity map is a sequence of stereo images 
containing a lot of information that is not vital for the application.  
The strategy for system optimization and thus the reduction in computation costs for 
determining the disparity map consists of the application of a suitable similarity criterion, 
the pre-selection of relevant image sections, data organization and flow, and improving the  
input data. 
When the lighting conditions are good, simple similarity criteria are used. The simple 
structure of the SAD function (eq. 1) and its simple mathematical elements make it the 
function of choice for many applications. It is also processed at a higher speed than the 
NCCF (eq. 2). However, since the SAD is not very reliable, a preprocessing step or extra 
criteria are needed for reliable results. The benefits of speed in some applications 
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compensates for some of the disadvantages of the SAD function. Nevertheless, the NCCF 
has proven itself to be a reliable criterion for many cases of environment capture.  
By rectifying the images, image data processing could be simplified, but the rectification 
task has the disadvantage of high computation costs. To save computation costs we can 
avoid fully rectifying the images to produce the epipolar condition by applying correction 
equations (eq. 6) as described in section 3, especially if we can align the cameras accurately. 
The objects being captured are mainly other vehicles, houses, bridges, and people; and they 
all have long vertical edges, which allows a number of lines to be averaged in the vertical 
direction  thus keeping system calibration work to a minimum. A slight rotation of the 
camera can be compensated for by averaging 2-4 lines and combining them to a single new 
line.
We can perform the correction step and the step for calculating the 3-d coordinates in 
different parts of the system. We can optimize the computation costs by determining the 3-d 
coordinates for the center point of scanned objects only. In order to reduce computational 
overheads the correction step is run for the necessary points only. 
The computation power needed to fully compute all blocks in a line is very high. This is, 
however, necessary for continuous image processing over a longer period.  
Environment capture systems can be divided into two major groups according to their 
detection ranges: 

• imaging systems with a wide aperture angle for objects at close range 

• systems with a narrow aperture angle for objects at greater distances (as needed for a 
lane change assistant (see section 5.2)) 

We have developed an optimized algorithm for this latter case.  

4.3.2 Hierarchical Search Algorithm 

We used the error characteristic (eq. 7) in determining the location over the detection range 
in this algorithm. It is desirable to have a constant relative error over the entire detection 
range in many environment capture applications. We optimize the area correlation 
algorithm by means of an image pyramid (Tornow et al. 2003) for implementation in 
hardware. We make use of the fact that the maximum camera resolution is only needed at 
the greatest object distance, whereas the available resolution at close range is more a 
hindrance than a benefit due to the large disparity. 
We reduce computation costs by producing image layers with different resolutions. The 
layers in the pyramids are ranked by factor 2 (see fig. 7). We have to adapt the accuracy for 
locating distant objects, as the error in determining the distance is a function of the square of 
the distance. This means that there is considerable redundancy available for the 
measurement accuracy for objects at close range. We generate each layer by replacing two 
pixels by their mean value. L0 is the image taken with the original resolution. The individual 
layers are arranged so that the correlation method described in section 3 can be applied in 
all resolution layers in the same manner. 
We can thus achieve a large detection range with an approximately constant relative error 
using a very small search block in each layer. Only one specific distance range is represented 
by each layer in the pyramid. We can cover the entire detection range by summarizing the 
data from all layers, as shown in fig. 8.  
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Figure 7. Generating the layers 

Calculating the root of NCCF (eq. 2) poses problems in the hardware implementation. The 
squared NCCF can be used as an alternative, as only the position of the extremum is 
relevant. All negative values are set to zero.  
We now establish the locations of the maxima above a predefined threshold in the resulting 
search block. Only maxima corresponding with object features (object edges) are processed. 
The disparity with the greatest weighted correlation value is then selected for the reference 
block from all layers (see below). Disparities from layers with reduced resolution have to be 
recalculated to the original resolution. 

56 -
 112 m

28 -
 56 m

14 -
28 m

7 -
14 m

112 m -    

L0 L4L3L2L1layer

measur-
ment
range

Figure 8. Distribution of the entire range for the application in section 5.2 

Having created a disparity map for each layer, we append this information to the resulting 
disparity map. We now select the significant layer for each 16-pixel block in the original 
resolution. We search for the extremum of the correlation values in the stacked blocks (fig. 9) 
in the layers.  
Objects that are very close only produce a response that is above the threshold in the layer 
with the lowest resolution. The further away the objects are, the more layers respond. 
Different layer resolutions generate results with different accuracies. We have to introduce a 
penalty to ensure the best result is always selected. Thus, the higher resolution layer always 
wins.
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Figure 9. Assembling the layers 

Disparities ulayer and x-coordinates xlayer in the disparity map are only valid for the layer they 
were calculated in. Disparities u and coordinates x’ in the original resolution in the stereo 
images are needed for calculating the object coordinates from the disparity and the image 
coordinates with eq. 5. They can be calculated with eq. 9 and eq. 10. The index or the 
exponent layer is the associated number. The value s, the difference between the center 

points of two neighboring reference blocks, and νlayer, the position-related number of the 
reference block in the layer, are needed to calculate xlayer. The following relationship applies: 

sx layerlayer ⋅=ν  (8) 

The window size for the reference and search blocks is defined in section 3 by m x n. Thus 
the middle of the reference block is represented by m/2. Thus 

layer

layer

m
xx 2)

2
(' ⋅+=  (9) 

and

layer

layer uuu 2)( min ⋅+=  (10) 

umin is an offset in eq. 10 and it represents the minimum disparity. All values except νlayer are 
measured in pixels.  
The maximum effect of implementing this procedure in hardware is achieved when the size 
of the reference block m is equal to the search block.  In this case the costly methods for 
loading the output data for the correspondence analysis are no longer needed, and the 
maximum clock rate can be lowered significantly. This yields 16 correlation results for the 
16x1 pixel block size in our application. We were able to remove disparities smaller than 8 
pixels in all layers to reduce the data further, as we are only dealing with objects at distances 
up to 150 m. 
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The disparity is then calculated to subpixel accuracy by means of quadratic interpolation 
(Tornow et al., 2006). We then determine the 3-d coordinates using eq. 5 and add them to the 
resulting disparity map. 
If a standard area correlation based on the epipolar geometry up to a maximum disparity of 
256 pixels is executed, then the processed data volume and thus the necessary clock rate are 
increased sixteen times due to the great number of block combinations. By running the 
hierarchical algorithm with 5 layers and meeting the same requirements the data volume is 
only doubled. Thus, the correlator only runs at double the pixel clock for continuous real-
time processing. This optimization means that a 3-d disparity map (fig. 10.) is calculated 
quasi simultaneously with the image acquisition from the stereo image pairs.  
We must now extract the necessary information from the disparity map. The information we 
need to take from the disparity map differs from application to application. We discuss 
some typical applications in section 5. 

4.4 High-Level Processing  

4.4.1 Object Detection 

Objects with closed contours are detected and an attempt is made to classify them.  
We search for points belonging to an object and assign them to an object cluster. We will 
briefly explain selected clustering algorithms and present a typical application. 3-d points 
can be clustered in accordance with their spatial relationships (segmenting algorithm). We 
can also represent in a histogram the relationship between the points in the disparity map 
(condensation algorithm). There is another algorithm that finds the collinear points (Hough 
transform) belonging to an object (see section 4.4.3). 
Segmenting algorithm (Knoeppel et al., 2000): There is a nonlinear relationship between the 
disparity map coordinates x’,y’ and u, and the real coordinates X,Y,Z according to eq. 5. All 
image coordinates have to be converted to real coordinates for the geometrical algorithm. 
The different 3-d points can then be correlated spatially with one another, thus locating 3-d 
points that are spatially related. Many different criteria may apply, namely target shape 
(triangle, square, circle) or distance to an object. Features are detected using a feature space, 
where the features are entered for every point. 3-d points are clustered in the feature space. 
These points can be assigned to a specific object. Very good a-priori knowledge is often 
needed to segment objects. It can be a very difficult task to span a unique feature space. The 
segmenting algorithms are therefore only suited for a small number of different objects that 
can be uniquely identified, such as traffic signs (Fang et al., 2003). 
Condensation algorithm (Dellaert et al., 1999): The condensation algorithm may be better 
suited than the segmenting algorithm for detecting raised objects or edges. This is the case 
when objects and edges that are fixed on a plane have to be located (see also 4.1.1. 4.1.2). 
However, one cannot differentiate between the objects of a given category. The vehicle 
category can be detected very well on a road with this algorithm. The different car models 
cannot be separated into subcategories with the condensation algorithm, as too few features 
are processed. This algorithm is based on a histogram that allows the vertical edges for the 
objects contained in the image to be located, as the 3-d points on an edge are located at the 
same distance away.  
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Figure 10.  Condensation algorithm a) Depth map b) Potential view along the column  

A detected 3-d point produces a potential on the plane. If another 3-d point is found at the 
same distance (vertical edge), the potential increases accordingly. Fig. 10 a) shows a 
disparity map, and fig. 10 b) a section view of the generated histogram along the columns in 
fig. 10 a).  
A raised object is detected when the potential reaches a predefined threshold. The potential 
only indicates the height and location of a detected object, but gives no detailed information 
on its shape. The advantage of the condensation algorithm is the rapid speed at which it 
processes the 3-d points (it uses only the distance and potential of a specific position to 
process the scene).  
We will describe a typical condensation algorithm and discuss its benefits and advantages in 
an embedded system. Approaching objects are detected on a plane and their speed is 
determined. The camera system itself is also moving. Examples of this type of application 
are vehicle detection (Kaszubiak et. al., 2005) and the detection of pedestrians (Gavrila, 
2004). Complex search operations are executed by the clustering and tracking algorithms 
making them control-flow oriented algorithms. They run on processors.  
The condensation algorithm is deployed as a clustering algorithm to detect raised objects on 
a plane. Raised objects on this plane are not only approaching objects, but can also be objects 
that are not moving or objects that are moving in the opposite direction. These objects are 
filtered out with the help of two histograms (fig. 11).  
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Figure 11.  a) Depth histogram   b) Time histogram 

The depth histogram is generated from the disparity map. 3-d points at the same distance 
and lateral position (vertical edge) are accumulated. The non-linear relationship from eq. 5 is 
not invoked for generating the depth histogram, as we are dealing with vertical edges only. 
This means that we can generate the depth histogram solely with the image coordinates 
(x’,y’,u). Thus we can avoid using a large number of calculations to generate the 3-d points. 
The variables x’ and u serve also as addresses for a memory cell in the histogram. The 
memory cell is an accumulator that totals the number of accesses to this memory cell per 
image. Fig. 11 a) shows the depth histogram for the disparity map in fig. 10 a). One depth 
histogram is generated per image. Raised objects in the depth histogram are found with a 
threshold.
The time histogram (fig. 11 b) is structurally the same as the depth histogram. Vertical edges 
found in the depth histogram are tracked in the time histogram. The current depth 
histogram is compared with the time histogram. A search is made in the time histogram for 
a maximum at the location of a maximum in the depth histogram, or in a search area in the 
vicinity of this location in the previous image.  
The accumulator entry at this position indicates the age of the edge. If an edge is found in 
the search block, the accumulator entry is set at the location of the point in the current depth 
histogram and incremented. Raised objects only are detected with this search box if they are 
objects that are located at the same distance from the observer’s vehicle in a number of 
images, or if they are objects that are approaching the observer’s vehicle. If the point in the 
previous image belonged to a cluster, the number of this cluster is also stored in the new 
image. The age of entries in the time histogram that have no corresponding maxima in the 
current depth histogram is decremented. Thus previously detected objects can disappear 
from the time histogram. 
Clustering is based on the time histogram. Values in the time histogram that are greater than 
a specific threshold are assigned to different object clusters. The closer the objects are to the 
cameras, the larger they appear in the image sensor. This means that distances between left 
and right vehicle edges increase in the image.  
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Figure 12. Mapped width of an object in the histogram as a function of the distance 

We distribute the depths in a hierarchy and generate the layers as described in section 4.3.2. 
This allows us to keep the clearances between object edges within an almost constant range. 
Fig. 12 shows the range for a 1.80 m wide object in the histogram. We can see from the figure 
that the lateral spread of the object over the entire depth is effectively constant. By reducing 
the resolution we keep object edges very close together so they can be detected easily. 
We do not need to calculate the 3-d edge coordinates because we cluster the objects in the 
histogram. We calculate one 3-d edge only for every detected and clustered object. This 3-d 
edge is the center point of the object cluster. Thus we reduce considerably the number of 
calculations needed. This straightforward clustering technique, based on the hierarchical 
depth map, also reduces the number of computations. This type of algorithm is very suitable 
for implementation in an embedded system. 

4.4.2 Tracking 

Disturbances during image acquisition and quantization of the hierarchical depth (section 
4.3.2) cause jumps in the distance measurements. These jumps have to be smoothed in order 
to determine object speeds. A Kalman filter is used to smooth the jumps (S. Lee & Y. Kay, 
1990). The Kalman filter is an ideal, recursive data processing algorithm that allows us to 
determine object speeds without delay and after an initial settling period. Let us consider an 
object at a distance of 150m behind the camera system as an example. We wish to detect this 
object and track it to a distance of 10m. The object is traveling at a uniform speed of 45km/h. 
It accelerates to 65km/h at a distance of 100m. The Kalman filter algorithm smoothes and 
estimates the speed as shown in fig. 13. Distance and speed are plotted as negative values, 
as the object moves toward the camera system from behind.  
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Figure 13. Speed and distance estimation with the Kalman filter 

4.4.3 Detecting Boundaries 

We often need to detect the boundaries of the planes on which the objects move. We tackle 
this task using the Hough transform (Kluge & Lakshmanan, 1995). It enables us to find 
straight lines located at different angles in the image, e.g. plane boundaries. Among the 
items we are looking for are lane markings, skirting boards, markings on playing fields, and 
the like.
The Hough transform typically executes in the camera image. However, in some 
applications it can be run inside the disparity map, the depth histogram or the 3-d space. A 
basic element of the Hough transform is the description of a straight line in the Hessian 
normal form (eq. 11)  

ϕϕ sincos ⋅+⋅= YXr   (11) 

A line bundle is placed on the point (fig. 14). A radius r and an angle ϕ are associated with 

each line. The (r,ϕ)-coordinates points to the accumulator cells in a (r,ϕ) histogram. All 
points on the same line in the (X,Y) space have one line in their line bundle with the same 

(r,ϕ) coordinates. These lines are then accumulated in the (r,ϕ) space and a histogram is 
generated (this procedure is the same as for the condensation algorithm). High histogram 
entries indicate a line at this location in the image. We can search for the associated points 
along these lines by executing an inverse transformation in the (X,Y) space. 
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Figure 14. Hough transform a) Line bundle in the X, Y system b) Line bundle in the r,ϕ
system 

Again here we can reduce the computation overhead by running the Hough transform in 
the depth histogram. We only need to generate the line bundle in a specific area because 
lines that are parallel with the line of viewing only appear in the image.  
For example, we could then restrict the angles of the generated line bundle to a 0° to 50° 
range for lines to the left of the camera system and to a 310° to 360° range for lines to the 
right of the camera system. This would produce the histogram in the Hough space as shown 
in fig. 15. 

Figure 15. Accumulator in the Hough space 

The algorithms outlined above are all suited for numerous applications in robotics, 
autonomous vehicles, and in road traffic situations. We now present a number of examples. 

5. Typical Applications  

5.1 Stereo Applications in Road Traffic  

Stereo-image analysis is deployed on roads for a variety of purposes. The algorithms 
encountered here can be divided into two main categories: 

• feature-based algorithms (direct triangulation of special features) 

• correlation algorithms for determining corresponding points in the images 
Combinations of these two categories also exist. There is a wide spectrum of different 
quality criteria, that differ greatly in computational costs and sensitivity to image 
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information (see also section 3). Recent research in graph theory is producing very 
promising techniques for highly structured scenes. The optical flow is also applied in some 
cases. Great care needs to be taken in selecting the right methods. Many examples are to be 
found in the literature. 
[Saneyoshi, 1996] detects vehicles with a stereo camera system using a SAD criterion 
implemented in hardware. The maximum object distance is very restricted due to the low 
camera resolution. The system does not run in real time despite fast processing speeds. Lane 
and road intersection detection at close range in software is presented. 
A stereo system is described for detection and tracking in urban traffic in [Franke et 
al., 1997]. He deploys detected information on the surroundings for route planning for 
autonomous vehicles. Franke detects small features (that are restricted to corners and edges) 
in the image for the correspondence search. Each feature is marked with a typical code word 
that indicates, for example, whether a feature is a bottom left corner or top right corner etc. 
Code words only are compared to save CPU time during the correspondence search. 
[Stiller et al., 1998] introduces special correspondence hypotheses to improve the recognition 
capability of vehicles in real road traffic situations. A number of quality scores and road 
parameters are assigned to each correspondence hypothesis. 
[Yoshika et al., 1999] deploys a low resolution stereo camera module (16x46 pixels) for 
detecting vehicles in the blind spot area. The system has special hardware for the 
correspondence search. The stereo module produces a 3-d point for every pixel. No details 
are given as to how the correspondences are determined. 
Subaru has offered a stereo-camera-based Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) system since 
2000. A 4x4 correlation is calculated in a special hardware. The size of the control unit is 
35x20 cm without cameras. The camera is a 640x256 pixel CCD camera. The cycle time is 
100ms.
The Acadia vision processor from a company called Sarnoff is another solution. It has a 
special integral stereo unit on chip. The system is available as a PC development 
environment. Camera integration is not part of the offering.  
The company called 3-d-IP (www.3d-ip.com) offers an FPGA implementation of a stereo 
image analysis based on artificial neural networks along with a stereo head.  
The Point Grey Research company has very recently launched the Bumblebee system with 
continuous hardware-supported stereo image analysis on the market. The system consists of 
a very compact module with an integral camera system with a fixed base. The CCD camera 
resolution is low. The system is very suited for close-range work indoors. However, it is 
only of limited use outdoors due to the integrated CCD cameras. 
We will now present the experimental results of our investigations, based on our brief 
summary of global state-of-the-art technology, and the description of our own in-house 
design and development work in sections two to four.  

5.2 Experimental Results for Embedded Solutions 

The focus of our investigations is a driver assistance system which is a lane change assistant 
that observes the area behind the vehicle and determines the speed of, and distance to, 
observed vehicles with reference to the speed of the observer vehicle. The system also 
checks whether the drivers of the observer vehicles has sufficient time to change lanes, and 
alerts him if there is a risk of collision. 
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The detection range of 10-150m was choosen to match driver reaction times and the high 
speeds encountered on highways. The field of vision is small. Lenses with a 30° aperture 
angle and a 25mm focal length are used. It was possible to apply the normal case of 
stereophotogrammetry. 
CMOS cameras are better suited than CCD cameras for outdoor applications — they have a 
wide dynamic range for brightness, and are not unduly affected by glare. The application 
requires a very high line resolution. The column resolution may be relatively low. Color is in 
fact more of a hindrance than a benefit for detecting vehicles, as the results from a simple 
algorithm can be corrupted by a multitude of color information. More complex algorithms 
use up more computation power. We had only CMOS cameras with a resolution of 
1024x1024 at our disposal. This forced us to increase the base of the measuring system to    
70cm. This allowed us to achieve a 1% relative error for the static case. An error of this order 
of magnitude is satisfactory for the lane change assistant. 
High speeds and very short reaction times mean very challenging real-time requirements. 
The system must be able to detect and locate a number of objects in the range of sight in a 
fraction of a second, i.e. approximately 5-8 images at 25 images/s. We deployed a hardware 
solution implemented in Altera FPGAs to calculate the distance. The system is based on the 
hierarchical algorithm described above and applies the NCCF. The system can cover a large 
detection range and provides approximately constant relative accuracy over the entire 
detection range. The calculations are performed during image acquisition and are completed 
approximately 70µs after image acquisition.  
A disparity map is generated and passed to the object detection and tracking stages with the 
help of embedded software. By skillfully distributing the algorithmic logic on a number of 
softcore processors (this can also be implemented in FPGAs), this step is also completed 
within one image acquisition time. The condensation algorithm is applied for object 
detection, and tracking is by Kalman filter. The Kalman filter needs a few images to settle 
when new objects enter the viewing range, and when there are periods when data drop-outs 
occur. If the environment capture time needs to be decreased significantly, faster cameras 
are needed. We only consider objects moving towards the vehicle or remaining at the same 
relative distance from the camera system. Finally, object locations, approximate object 
dimensions, and object speed are transferred to the master system. Experimental results for 
object imaging on a highway are shown in fig. 16 a. 

5.3 Robotics and Autonomous Vehicles 

The detection and tracking of objects both at a distance and at close range is common in 
road traffic scenes, environment capture systems for autonomous vehicles or robotic 
machines deal primarily with close-range objects. Key features of these close-range systems 
are:

• a large field of vision 

• outstanding accuracy 

• the ability to capture all objects in the vehicle/robot surroundings 
Some systems are designed to detect and track obstacles in a narrow driving lane only, or all 
objects in the surroundings that are needed to select alternative routes or to establish a free 
passageway. Detected objects could be identified with the help of image processing 
algorithms in very complex systems. Examples of such objects are signs and landmarks. 
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The Götting KG, FOX GmbH companies have joined together to produce autonomous 
vehicles based on conventional trucks. The speed of the vehicles fitted with standard, 
traditional detection and tracking systems based on laser scanners is very restricted at this 
time due to stringent safety requirements on company sites. Magdeburg University is 
involved in a project to develop a system consisting of a combination of 
stereophotogrammetric algorithms and a laser scanner that will capture all objects in the 
vehicle surroundings, and increase the approved speed. The vehicle in question is shown in 
fig. 16 b. 
A large aperture angle is needed for the relatively large field of vision. Should cameras with 
lenses smaller than 8 mm be deployed, then we recommend a rectification stage. The base of 
the stereo camera system can be reduced to 5-10 cm as the specified object distances are 
quite small (20-30m with typically moderate error specifications).  
We will not normally need the hierarchical algorithm to calculate the depth values described 
in section 4 because of the restricted detection range. We may be able to utilize simplified 
criteria such as the SAD function, as we may be operating under more favorable lighting 
conditions. 

clustered 
vehicle

distance [m]
cluster
number

150 100 50 0 m

(a) (b)

Figure 16. a) Driver assistance system, b) Autonomous vehicle (FOX GmbH & Götting KG) 

Object detection and tracking is more difficult compared to section 5.2, as the objects are 
significantly more complex and can vary to a greater degree than with the driver assistance 
system described above. We can still apply the condensation algorithm and the stereo image 
analysis for gray value cameras for the simple case of obstacle detection. However, we 
recommend a color image processing system combined with complex signal processing for 
the capturing and possible identification of all objects. 

6. Conclusion 

The field of environment capture technology is vast: a wide range of different measured 
variables are processed. A complete picture of the surroundings can be provided by 
deploying very many sensors. In other words we can gain comprehensive information on 
the surroundings. Optical sensors and camera systems can be deployed in a variety of ways, 
so that massive amounts of varied information can be acquired with few sensors. 
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Image processing is the key technology applied for processing information from optical 
image sensors. Typical applications for image sensors include driver assistance systems, 
autonomous vehicles, and robotic machines. Stereo camera systems supply the necessary 
3-d information for environment capture and have crucial advantages. Image processing 
algorithms can be very complex and with high computation overheads.  
Robust solutions are needed for the applications cited. Challenging real-time requirements 
are often specified for robotic machines and driver assistance systems.  
We often have to modify signal processing algorithms very extensively in order to 
implement them in hardware. This is very challenging for continuous real-time processing 
at high speed. Thus, we present a hardware-software co-design for an algorithm for locating 
multiple objects in a variety of applications in section 4.  
The measurement technique is based on algorithms from stereophotogrammetry. We 
implemented an optimized algorithm in conjunction with image pyramids in an FPGA as a 
parallel structure in hardware that would cover a large detection range as required in driver 
assistance systems. The algorithm implemented in hardware consists of the NCCF 
calculation, subpixel interpolation, and depth histogram generation (condensation 
algorithm).  
Other object detection tasks (time histogram, clustering) and tracking system run on three 
processors, operating in a pipeline configuration in real time. We applied a Kalman filter to 
track captured objects — this was to smooth out jumps and invalid detections, and to 
successfully and accurately estimate distance and speed.  
There are a number of different approaches out there for generating disparity maps in 
hardware. Each of these approaches is suited for different applications. Many of these 
algorithms are established and well known. Much of the global research effort focuses on 
effective real-time hardware or software implementations.  
The standard of global research on higher-level processing techniques for analyzing the 
disparity map and image information is very high indeed. The development of reliable, 
robust, and real-time algorithms continues to be the prerequisite for a broad application 
base.
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